PAM and microhomology are shown in purple and red, respectively. This particular outcome, involving a 9 bp MH tract, represented 9% of indel events associated with this target. (B) Targets with identical nucleotides ( i.e. 'homo-dinucleotide') spanning the cleavage site exhibit a much higher proportion of 1 bp deletions than targets with non-identical nucleotides ( i.e. 'hetero-dinucleotide') spanning the cleavage site, suggesting that 1 bp microhomology may help mediate 1 bp deletion events. Poorly predicted targets (high MSE) largely corresponded to those that were poorly sampled. (C) Example of redundant deletion classes. We define deletion classes using the deletion start site and deletion length ( e.g. -1 + 22 where -1 is the location relative to the cleavage site and 22 is the deletion length). For any given sequence, there may be several deletion classes that represent identical outcomes due to microhomology (red). We collapsed the probability of these classes in prediction. PAM is colored in purple. (D-F) Model selection for indel ratio prediction, insertion prediction and deletion prediction. Hyperparameter search involved separate scans over regularization strengths for L1-regularization and L2-regularization individually with a range of 10 -10 to 10 -1 . MSE on the validation set is plotted and was used to pick the best performing model. A, B) . Heatmaps of mononucleotide (A) and dinucleotide (B) balance within the final subsampled library of 6,872 well-represented CRISPR/Cas9 targets on which most analyses were performed. Each column sums to 1. Although initially designed sequences were balanced in mono/dinucleotide content, the overrepresentation of CG dinucleotides was likely introduced by how we screened these initial designs to remove on-target or off-target matches against the human genome ( i.e. thereby subtly selecting in favor of designs containing CG dinucleotides, which are underrepresented in the human genome). 
